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Abstract The direct clear-sky radiative effect (DRE) of atmospheric mineral dust is diagnosed over the
Bordj Badji Mokhtar (BBM) supersite in the central Sahara during the Fennec campaign in June 2011.
During this period, thick dust events were observed, with aerosol optical depth values peaking at 3.5.
Satellite observations from Meteosat-9 are combined with ground-based radiative flux measurements to
obtain estimates of DRE at the surface, top-of-atmosphere (TOA), and within the atmosphere. At TOA, there
is a distinct daytime cycle in net DRE. Both shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) DRE peak around noon
and induce a warming of the Earth-atmosphere system. Toward dusk and dawn, the LW DRE reduces while
the SW effect can switch sign triggering net radiative cooling. The net TOA DRE mean values range from
−9 W m−2 in the morning to heating of +59 W m−2 near midday. At the surface, the SW dust impact is larger
than at TOA: SW scattering and absorption by dust results in a mean surface radiative cooling of 145 W m−2.
The corresponding mean surface heating caused by increased downward LW emission from the dust layer
is a factor of 6 smaller. The dust impact on the magnitude and variability of the atmospheric radiative
divergence is dominated by the SW cooling of the surface, modified by the smaller SW and LW effects at
TOA. Consequently, dust has a mean daytime net radiative warming effect on the atmosphere of 153 W m−2.

1. Introduction

It has been known for some time that mineral dust aerosol can exert a substantial impact on radiative fluxes
at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere (TOA), at the surface, and within the atmosphere itself [e.g., Hsu et al.,
2000; Quijano et al., 2000; McFarlane et al., 2009]. The typical size distribution of dust particles means that
significant radiative effects can be seen in both the shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum [e.g., Haywood et al., 2001; Highwood et al., 2003]. Within Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP) models, it has been shown that the absence of an explicit representation of mineral dust
can result in TOA LW flux biases of up to 50 W m−2 over north-western Africa [Haywood et al., 2005]. A more
recent study, comparing the output from an ensemble of climate models with observed TOA fluxes, indi-
cates that similar model overestimates of clear-sky OLR (of the order 20 W m−2) are present over parts of the
western Sahara during summer months [Allan et al., 2011]. Similarly, detailed NWP comparisons with TOA
reflected SW fluxes observed over Niamey, Niger, indicated a systematic model underestimate in cloud free
conditions attributed partly to dust presence and partly to inadequacies in the model surface albedo
[Milton et al., 2008]. The same study used co-located ground-based observations to highlight significant
model biases in corresponding surface fluxes, with the absence of aerosol in the model resulting in typical
overestimates of the downwelling SW component of up to 50 W m−2. Over the site and period of study in
question mineral dust aerosol contributed between 50 and 90% of the total aerosol loading. These effects
are sufficiently large that improving the representation of dust radiative effects in NWP models can be
shown to increase forecast skill [Tompkins et al., 2005; Rodwell and Jung, 2008].

The West African Sahara as a whole is subject to some of the highest atmospheric dust loadings on the
planet in boreal summer [e.g., Engelstaedter et al., 2006] and part of the problem associated with improving
model simulations over this region is the relative paucity of ground-based and in situ measurements with
which to evaluate predictions. Due to the considerable difficulties in accessing the region, such observa-
tions as are available have tended to be made on the desert margins [e.g., Slingo et al., 2009; Ansmann et al.,
2011; Haywood et al., 2011]. The recent Fennec [Washington et al., 2012] campaigns in June 2011 and June
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2012 have provided a unique observational data set from the central Sahara from ground sites [Marsham
et al., 2013; Todd et al., 2013; Hobby et al., 2013] and aircraft [e.g., Ryder et al., 2013a]. Linking this informa-
tion with that available from satellite permits the derivation of the overall radiative effect of dust at the
TOA, surface, and on the atmospheric column itself. In this paper we perform such an analysis, using radia-
tive flux observations from Fennec supersite-1 at Bordj Badji Mokhtar (BBM) in south-west Algeria, together
with geostationary satellite observations from Meteosat-9 to study the radiation environment in the central
Sahara during June 2011. Dust loadings during the month were substantial with measured aerosol optical
depths (AOD) ranging up to ∼3.5, from a combination of emission mechanisms including cold pool out-
flows, low-level jets, and dry convective plumes [Allen et al., 2013]. The insights gained are of interest in their
own right, but we anticipate that they will also be used in the future to assess model performance over
the site.

Previous studies have indicated that dust activity over the Sahara as a whole has a distinct dependence
on time of day [e.g., Schepanski et al., 2009] linked to the characteristic timing of several of the key mecha-
nisms responsible for uplift [e.g., Knippertz and Todd, 2012, and references therein]. During June 2011, over
BBM itself, Marsham et al. [2013] found that dust uplift is split relatively equally between day and night and
that around 50% of uplift is associated with cold pool outflow from moist convection (haboobs). Allen et al.
[2013] confirm these findings and also suggest that dust clouds transported by haboobs over BBM tend to
consist of larger particles and have higher optical depths than those uplifted locally (consistent with Ryder
et al. [2013b]). Once uplifted, dust is mixed upward through the Saharan boundary layer by dry convection,
reaching around 2 km at midday and 5–6 km by 1800 UTC. Marsham et al. [2013] show that, consistent with
previous case studies [Marsham et al., 2008; BouKaram et al., 2008], dust is associated with moist monsoon
air at BBM in June 2011. Dust and cloud are therefore associated and may have similar effects on the net
surface radiative heating.

Not only does dust activity have a dependence on time of day but so too does the dust radiative effect for
a given dust loading. Observations from geostationary satellites can be used to investigate this behavior.
For example, analysis has been carried out using measurements taken from the GOES 8 satellite during the
Puerto Rico Dust Experiment (PRIDE) in July 2000 [Wang et al., 2003], in conjunction with ground-based
radiative flux measurements. This work showed that aerosol effects on SW fluxes would be misrepre-
sented if daily mean aerosol optical thicknesses (rather than instantaneous values) were used in radiative
transfer calculations to derive the aerosol radiative effects, by 4 W m−2 at the surface and 2 W m−2 at TOA
[Christopher et al., 2003]. Meanwhile over the Sahara measurements from Meteosat-9 have been used to
quantify direct clear-sky dust radiative effects at TOA [Ansell et al., 2014] during the GERBILS field campaign
[Haywood et al., 2011].

The major goal of this study is to understand and to quantify the dust direct clear-sky radiative effect at the
surface, within the atmosphere and at TOA, throughout the day, exploiting the high temporal resolution
sampling available from the surface and satellite observations. A secondary goal is to probe whether these
dust radiative impacts have any coherent subdaily signature and what the implications of this may be for
records derived from instruments in Low Earth Orbit which may only be able to sample at specific times
of day.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Satellite Measurements From Meteosat-9
In this paper we use observations from the Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) and
Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB) instruments on Meteosat-9. In geostationary orbit above the
equatorial Atlantic, SEVIRI provides observations every 15 min of Africa and much of Europe and the
Middle East, at a horizontal resolution of 3×3 km at nadir [Schmetz et al., 2002]. Previous studies [Brindley and
Russell, 2009; Banks and Brindley, 2013] have developed and evaluated a retrieval method using SEVIRI to
quantify mineral dust aerosol optical depth (AOD) over the Sahara, at a wavelength of 550 nm. The method
is currently restricted to sunlit hours, in cloud-free conditions, with a solar zenith angle cutoff of 70◦, so for
this study AOD retrievals from SEVIRI between 0700 and 1630 UTC were available. Previous work [Banks et
al., 2013] shows that this retrieval is particularly effective at quantifying heavy dust loadings but is typi-
cally biased high against other ground-based and satellite products when the dust loading is low. Against
ground-based AERONET [Holben et al., 1998] measurements from several sites across North Africa in June
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2011, the SEVIRI retrievals have been shown to have an AOD bias of +0.11. The SEVIRI retrievals are also sen-
sitive to atmospheric column moisture and are less effective in cooler conditions especially during winter
[Banks and Brindley, 2013].

The net dust direct radiative effect (DRE) at the TOA is a measure of the overall perturbation of the Earth’s
radiation budget due to the presence of dust. High temporal resolution TOA shortwave (SW, covering the
range 0.32–4𝜇m) and longwave (LW, covering the range 4–100𝜇m) fluxes are available from the GERB
instrument also on Meteosat-9 [Harries et al., 2005]. For our purposes here, we use GERB High Resolu-
tion (HR) fluxes [Dewitte et al., 2008], which are produced using a narrow-broad band conversion of SEVIRI
radiance measurements, subsequently scaled by co-located GERB measurements and converted into broad-
band flux measurements at a horizontal resolution of 3×3 SEVIRI pixels. This enhances the native GERB
spatial resolution of ∼45 to ∼9 km at nadir.

Uncertainties on the GERB HR fluxes arise from uncertainties in the radiance measurements and also from
uncertainties in the radiance-to-flux conversion. For the latter the choice of Angular Distribution Model
(ADM) is vital: in the SW they are used as proposed by Loeb et al. [2003], whereby scenes are classified as
clear or cloudy; in the LW the GERB HR fluxes are produced following Clerbaux et al. [2003]. Explicit aerosol
models are not included in these calculations. Based on long-term comparisons with ground-based mea-
surements, Slingo et al. [2006] propose total uncertainties of 10 W m−2 in the SW fluxes, and 5 W m−2 in the
LW, although they do note that these errors may be larger in the presence of aerosol due to the ADMs used.
A more conservative estimate is made by Ansell et al. [2014], based on long-term comparisons with CERES
(Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System) flux data, independent measurements from a different plat-
form [Wielicki et al., 1996]. They suggest an upper estimate of an uncertainty of 10% in the GERB fluxes in
both bands.

The calculation of the TOA SW DRE (DRESWTOA) is a two-step process and is described in detail by Ansell et al.
[2014]. First, since surface albedo has a solar zenith angle dependence [Wang et al., 2005], the pristine-sky
planetary albedo is calculated for each timeslot in the daily cycle from a linear regression of the SEVIRI
AOD against albedo for all HR pixels within a 0.25◦ grid cell. To minimise nonlinear effects on the measured
instantaneous planetary albedo due to dust, measurements when the SEVIRI AOD is greater than 0.5 are
excluded, as are regressions with an AOD range of less than 0.15. If such conditions are not met, then the
pristine-sky albedo is derived by calculating the average of the retrieved pristine-sky albedoes for other grid
cells in the Saharan domain which have similar (within a bin size of 5%) climatological reflectances at 600 nm
as derived from SEVIRI [Derrien and Gléau, 2005]. For information, over the period considered, this results in
a minimum pristine-sky albedo occurring at 1200 UTC of 0.295 and a maximum albedo at 0700 UTC of 0.354.
Second, the instantaneous DRE is calculated by subtracting the measured TOA SW flux from the pristine-sky
flux, calculated by multiplying the incoming SW flux by the derived pristine-sky planetary albedo. Note that
in common with the other DRE estimates made here, instantaneous DRESWTOA retrievals are only calculated
for cloud-free timeslots when SEVIRI AOD retrievals are available.

The TOA LW DRE (DRELWTOA) is calculated using a 28 day rolling-window pristine-sky reference method
(described in detail by Brindley [2007] and Brindley and Russell [2009]) to identify the pristine-sky TOA LW
flux for each timeslot and HR pixel, taking into account variations in the skin temperature and upper and
lower tropospheric humidities. The ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis data set [Dee et al., 2011] is used to define
the skin temperature and tropospheric humidity values. The pristine-sky days for each timeslot in the daily
cycle are identified by finding the day with the minimum difference between the brightness temperature
at 10.8𝜇m and simulated brightness temperatures derived from the ERA-Interim values of skin tempera-
ture and column water vapor [Brindley, 2007; Brindley and Russell, 2009]. It is thus possible for a different
day to be identified as pristine at each time-slot. For each timeslot, a correction is made to the TOA LW flux
observed on the pristine-day to account for the impact of variations in temperature and humidity between
this day and that of the actual aerosol observation. In this way we obtain a pristine-sky TOA LW flux appro-
priate to the meteorological conditions on the aerosol-contaminated day. Brindley [2007] discusses the
effect of typical uncertainties in skin temperature and humidity profile on the estimation of pristine-sky
TOA LW flux and suggests an uncertainty of ∼5 W m−2. Instantaneous TOA LW fluxes in the presence of dust
are then subtracted from the appropriate pristine-sky values. Note however that the tropospheric humidity
may be underestimated in the presence of haboobs, since these are essentially missing from models with
parameterised convection [Garcia-Carreras et al., 2013; Marsham et al., 2011]. This may lead to additional
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Figure 1. “Desert-dust” RGB composite image [Lensky and Rosenfeld,
2008] from SEVIRI at 1300 UTC on 21 June 2011. BBM is marked as
a black dot, on the Algerian/Malian border. Dust is marked as pink,
while the desert surface appears bright blue. For this time the BBM
AERONET Level 2 AOD at 550 nm is 3.5, while the SEVIRI retrieved AOD
is 2.8. The instantaneous SW and LW TOA DREs over BBM are 13 and
53 W m−2, respectively.

uncertainties in the derivation of
the pristine-sky flux, although the
assimilation of 3- to 6-hourly Fennec
radiosondes reduces this error for the
time period we consider here.

Hence, in the SW,

DRESWTOA = SWTOApris − SWTOA, (1)

with a similar equation holding for
DRELWTOA. In this way a positive TOA
DRE value is indicative of a warming
of the overall Earth-atmosphere sys-
tem. Uncertainties in the instantaneous
estimates of DRESWTOA and DRELWTOA

are ∼15 W m−2 and ∼10 W m−2, respec-
tively [Ansell et al., 2014]. These
estimates include the effects of the
uncertainty in the estimation of the
pristine-sky fluxes.

2.2. Ground-Based Data From the Bordj Badji Mokhtar Fennec Supersite-1
As part of the Fennec project, the BBM supersite in the Algerian Sahara (21.38◦N, 0.92◦E) was established
in order to produce the first comprehensive in situ data set of dust and meteorology at an observing site in
the central Sahara [Marsham et al., 2013]. This site is particularly well placed to observe some of the most
frequent thick dust storms in the Sahara [e.g., Prospero et al., 2002; Ashpole and Washington, 2012], an exam-
ple image from SEVIRI of dust activity over this region is presented in Figure 1. Instrumentation included
a Cimel sun-photometer for measurements of AOD and aerosol properties, 3- to 6-hourly radiosonde
launches, and a 2 m high mast holding a Kipp & Zonen CNR4 radiometer for measurements of upwelling
and downwelling radiative fluxes in the SW and LW (part of the “flux-tower,” henceforth denoted FT). The
SW is measured in the range 0.3–2.8𝜇m, while the LW is measured between 4.5 and 42𝜇m: these ranges are
different to those of GERB, and these are a potential source of uncertainty when comparing and combining
the two measurement sources. The FT data have a temporal resolution of 1 s. The systematic uncertainty
on the instantaneous flux measurements, quoted by the manufacturer is 3.5% [Hobby et al., 2013]; however,
night-time SW flux measurements suggest that any bias is less than 2 W m−2. Data from the FT also include
measurements of 2 m air temperature, relative humidity, and pressure. The sun-photometer is part of the
AERONET program [Holben et al., 1998] and level-2 cloud-screened and quality-assured data are used in this
study, as an independent but co-located measure of the dust loading for comparison and validation pur-
poses, complementary to the SEVIRI AODs. For consistency between the various data sources, the FT and
AERONET data are averaged to half-hourly temporal resolution, and, given the availability of each source,
the period of study covers 20 days, between 9 and 28 June. On all of these days, all of the AERONET obser-
vations are classified as dusty using criteria based on the Ångström coefficient and the AOD at 1020 nm as
proposed by Dubovik et al. [2002]. The Level 2 AERONET Ångström coefficient data range from −0.07 to 0.44,
typical of desert dust. This is much too low for the aerosol to have been emitted by biomass burning or to
have an urban/industrial source, nor could the aerosol be of maritime origin given BBM’s inland location
more than 1000 km from the ocean. Hence, we infer that the dominant aerosol above BBM is desert dust.

At the surface, we derive the surface dust SW DRE (DRESWSFC) by referencing the instantaneous upwelling
and downwelling fluxes to the corresponding pristine-sky values:

DRESWSFC =
(

SWsfcd − SWsfcu

)
inst

−
(

SWsfcd − SWsfcu

)
prist

, (2)

where “prist” indicates pristine-sky values, “inst” instantaneous values, and d/u the downwelling/upwelling
component of each. The convention used means that a positive DRE value is indicative of a dust induced
surface SW radiative warming. The pristine-sky values of SWsfcd for each timeslot are estimated using the
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SBDART radiative transfer code [Ricchiazzi et al., 1998], using atmospheric profiles over BBM from radiosonde
measurements. For ozone profiles, and to fill in altitude layers above the radiosonde atmospheric profiles,
we use ECMWF ERA-Interim Re-Analysis data.

In the SW, dust scatters and absorbs solar radiation: this instantaneously reduces SWsfcd. In the LW, dust
absorbs and emits radiation, instantaneously increasing LWsfcd. Over time, both perturbations affect the
surface temperature but there is no instantaneous effect on LWsfcu. Hence, in calculating DRELWSFC, we only
consider the downwelling component in equation 2. Here the pristine-sky LWsfcd values are estimated using
the MODTRAN4 radiative transfer code [Anderson et al., 2000], again using radiosonde and ERA-Interim
Re-Analysis data as input. The broadband emissivity of the surface at BBM is 0.88±0.01 as calculated fol-
lowing the method of Ogawa et al. [2008] using MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
spectral emissivity data for June 2011. For both SW and LW simulations, the spectral range considered
matches that of the relevant FT instrument.

Using a combination of GERB and FT data, the atmospheric radiative heating can be quantified by calcu-
lating the atmospheric radiative divergence. We take the convention that a positive value is indicative of
atmospheric radiative heating, so in the SW

SWdiv = SWin − SWTOA − SWsfcd + SWsfcu, (3)

where “in” refers to the incoming solar flux at the TOA, “TOA” the reflected SW flux derived from the GERB
HR fluxes, and “sfc-d/u” the downwelling/upwelling SW flux at the surface, respectively. A similar equation
can be formed for the LW radiative divergence, removing the incoming term. Note that, as written, in this
equation there is no attempt to separate out the radiative effect of dust from that of other components,
such as water vapor and clouds.

The difference in the spectral range covered by GERB at the TOA, and the FT at the surface has the potential
to introduce systematic biases into the radiative divergence estimates. To assess this possibility, we utilize
the pristine-sky simulations described above, comparing the fluxes integrated over the GERB spectral range
to those over the more limited FT coverage. For SW surface fluxes, these suggest that we would expect a
systematic low bias of ∼0.5%, which translates to a reduction in SWsfcd of ∼5 W m−2 at peak solar insolation.
Given the surface albedo, a corresponding reduction of ∼1.5 W m−2 in SWsfcu would be seen. Since the biases
act in opposite directions in terms of their contribution to the SW radiative divergence, the maximum bias
that would be expected is ∼ +3.5 W m−2.

In the LW, although the restricted wavelength range of the FT has a markedly reduced LWsfcu (of the order
25 W m−2), most of this reduction occurs at wavelengths > 42𝜇m. In this part of the spectrum, the lower
atmosphere effectively acts as a blackbody radiating at a temperature similar to that of the surface such that
a similar reduction is also seen in LWsfcd. Hence, the overall impact on the net LW surface flux is substantially
reduced, resulting in a bias in LW radiative divergence that ranges between −0.6 and −3.8 W m−2.

Note that in both cases the estimates of the impact of the change in spectral range have been made using
pristine-sky simulations. In the LW, because of the opacity of the atmosphere at the missing longer wave-
lengths, and the small amount of energy at the missing shorter wavelengths, a similar conclusion would
be expected under dusty or cloudy conditions. For the SW, it is possible that the presence of cloud or dust
aerosol will change the spectral distribution of energy incident at the surface such that a greater proportion
of the total radiation is seen at longer wavelengths. However, in both cases the total amount of incident flux
will reduce such that we would expect the absolute bias caused by the difference in spectral range to be
smaller than that quoted above.

Finally, by combining equations 1 and 2, we can estimate the dust-only effect on atmospheric radiative
divergence as, in the SW,

SWdivdust = DRESWTOA − DRESWSFC, (4)

where a positive value indicates atmospheric heating, with an analogous equation holding for the dust only
LW radiative divergence.
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Figure 2. Half-hourly timeseries of (a) AOD at 550 nm from AERONET and SEVIRI, (b) SW TOA flux, (c) SW surface down-
welling flux, and (d) SW radiative flux divergence. Colors in Figures 2b–2d indicate various regimes of cloud and night:
black indicates night and twilight measurements (1700–0630 UTC, i.e., 58.3% of measurements), blue indicates daytime
points when neither AERONET nor SEVIRI made a retrieval (8.4%), likely due to cloud, red indicates when they both did
(22.0%), and green indicates when one but not the other did (11.3%); this may imply drifting cloud or very thick dust.
Grey shading indicates selected light and heavy dust days.

3. Results
3.1. Atmospheric Fluxes and Divergences
Figures 2b–2d present timeseries of the observed outgoing fluxes at the TOA (Figure 2b), downwelling
fluxes at the surface (Figure 2c), and associated atmospheric radiative flux divergence (Figure 2d) for the
SW component with analogous information provided in Figures 3b–3d for the LW. In both cases, Figure
3a presents a timeseries of the associated AODs from SEVIRI and AERONET (at 550 nm: for AERONET mea-
surements, this is derived from the relationship between the optical depth at 675 nm and the Ångström
coefficient [Eck et al., 1999]) to provide an easy reference to dust presence. In Figures 3b–3d, points are color
coded to reflect timings and atmospheric conditions. Black are timeslots between 1700 and 0630 UTC, when
no SEVIRI retrievals are attempted, blue shows points between 0700 and 1630 UTC when neither SEVIRI nor
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2, but for AODs and LW fluxes and divergences. The orange symbols in Figure 3c indicate the
MODTRAN4-simulated pristine-sky downwelling LW flux at the surface.

AERONET indicate dust presence (implicitly indicating the presence of cloud), and red shows when both
SEVIRI and AERONET indicate dust and green when one of the two instruments indicates dust. Gaps within
the surface and atmospheric data indicate periods when the data were unavailable. For the subset of avail-
able co-located AERONET and SEVIRI retrievals the SEVIRI AOD and AERONET AOD products have a Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (r) of 0.83, the RMS difference between the data sets is 0.38, and SEVIRI’s bias against
the AERONET observations is −0.002. As discussed by Marsham et al. [2013], the period of 8–12 June is a dry
and relatively dust-free period marked by northerly Harmattan winds, as opposed to the moist intrusions
from the monsoon to the south that are seen more often in the mid to later stages of the month and which
give rise to some of the most intense dust activity during which the AOD can exceed 3.

Turning to the radiative fluxes, as expected, in the SW there is a clear periodicity which follows the diur-
nal cycle of insolation and is seen at the TOA, within the atmosphere and at the surface. At the TOA, the
presence of cloud tends to perturb the generic amplitude of the cycle, strongly enhancing the plane-
tary albedo above the site (Figure 2b, blue points). Airborne dust is detected by either the ground based
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sun-photometer or SEVIRI for approximately 80% of the daytime slots, while cloud is detected for the
remaining 20%. For this site, at this time of year, dust presence is thus rather ubiquitous, but it is also true
that at least for the satellite observations, its presence may be underestimated due to cloud screening
effects. Certainly some of the points colored green in Figures 2b–2d appear to show consistency with mea-
surements defined as “dusty” by both instruments at other times on the same day. Overall, there appears to
be relatively little day-to-day variability in the reflected TOA SW fluxes in the presence of dust despite there
being a marked variation in the dust optical depth (see Figure 2a): at 1200 UTC, for days when SEVIRI makes
a successful retrieval, the mean reflected TOA SW flux is 365 W m−2 with an associated standard deviation
of 8 W m−2.

At the surface, the effect of day-to-day variability in atmospheric dust loading on the downward SW flux
is more evident. For example, on 21 June, dust optical depths of up to 3.5 are recorded by AERONET
(Figure 2a). At the TOA (Figure 2b), reflected SW fluxes show only marginal increases (12 W m−2 at midday,
or +3%) compared to the equivalent values recorded in the less turbid conditions the day before (AOD∼1).
In contrast, at midday the downward surface flux is reduced by ∼230 W m−2 (Figure 2c), a reduction of 24%.
This differing sensitivity propagates through to the SW atmospheric radiative divergence with a strong
increase in SW atmospheric heating seen under the heaviest dust loadings on 17 and 21 June (Figure 2d)
from a typical low-dust value of ∼300 W m−2 to as much as ∼580 W m−2. Although over a different location,
these perturbations are of a similar order of magnitude to those reported by Slingo et al. [2006] in their study
of an intense Saharan dust storm over a sub-Sahelian site.

A marked diurnal cycle is also evident in the timeseries of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) through June
(Figure 3). OLR increases rapidly from dawn onward, reaching a peak shortly after midday, before reduc-
ing more slowly as the afternoon progresses. As might be expected, the amplitude and coherence of the
cycle is largest under lighter dust loadings due to the strong dependence of the signal on the daily cycle
in surface temperature. The presence of high dust loading, cloud, or increased water vapor content, acts
to disrupt this behavior by partially decoupling the surface from the TOA, reducing the amplitude of the
OLR signal during sunlit hours and perturbing its periodic behavior (Figure 3b, e.g., 21 June compared to 20
June). At the surface, during sunlit hours enhanced atmospheric absorption by dust would be expected to
result in an increase in downwelling LW radiation, and this is evident on 17 and 21 June. Although it cannot
be confirmed from the measurements available here, the patterns in TOA and surface LW radiation would
also suggest that either thick dust or cloud was present through the majority of nights from 17 June onward
except 19 and 26 June, as marked by troughs in LW TOA fluxes below ∼270 W m−2 and, to a lesser extent,
elevated nighttime values of LW SFC fluxes. This is consistent with the findings of Marsham et al. [2013], who
carried out an overview of the June 2011 conditions at BBM, and manual inspection of SEVIRI imagery. The
LW radiative divergence is always negative, indicating atmospheric radiative cooling. Comparison of days
with high (e.g., 17 June) and low (e.g., 9 June) dust loadings, marked by grey shading in the figures, indi-
cates that the increase in downward radiation to the surface is larger than the corresponding reduction in
OLR, resulting in an enhanced atmospheric radiative cooling. However, it should be noted that variability in
cloud, atmospheric water vapor content, and temperature will also influence the patterns seen in LW flux
and radiative divergence, and also that dust is often associated with water vapor and cloud.

Figure 4 illustrates the overall net outgoing radiation at TOA, the net radiation down to the surface, and
the net atmospheric radiative divergence obtained by combining the SW and LW components shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Focusing particularly on the net divergence, the relative magnitudes of the signals have the
consequence that when solar elevation exceeds ∼20–30◦ the SW component tends to dominate, resulting
in atmospheric radiative warming. At lower elevations, the LW component becomes more significant and a
small net cooling can result toward dusk and dawn. Through the night, obviously the LW component is all
that contributes to the net such that the atmosphere cools radiatively.

3.2. Dust Impact
Having described the overall behavior of the SW and LW radiative fluxes and divergence, in this section we
attempt to isolate the dust impact on these quantities. Figure 5 presents calculations of the dust DRE at
the TOA and the surface and of the atmospheric radiative divergence due to dust derived from equation 4.
To allow an easy comparison to the dust loading at any given time, the timeseries of AOD from AERONET
and SEVIRI is once again provided in Figure 5a. Further to this, scatterplots of the dust DRE products with
respect to SEVIRI AOD are plotted in Figure 6. For all points in this timeseries, the data are subset such that
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Figure 4. As in Figure 2, but for AODs and net fluxes and divergences.

there must be simultaneous successful measurements of AOD and DRE from orbit and of fluxes from the FT.
Hence, only clear-sky conditions are analysed. This analysis will therefore miss any patterns in the cycle of
dust activity and effects when cloud is present, such as during cold pool events which are a major trigger for
dust storm uplift.

Reassuringly, Figure 6b shows that the DRELWTOA is highly correlated with the SEVIRI AODs (r = 0.92),
suggesting that to first order, the influence of variable surface conditions and dust height have been suc-
cessfully accounted for. As expected, the presence of dust acts to reduce the OLR resulting in a LW warming
of the Earth-atmosphere system as a whole. In the SW at TOA the situation is more complicated: here peak
daytime heating of the Earth-atmosphere tends to be comparable to that seen in the LW, but there are peri-
ods of dust induced SW cooling toward dawn and dusk. Figure 7 illustrates this more clearly by showing
the mean daytime cycle in AOD (a), TOA dust DRE (b), SFC dust DRE (c), and dust radiative flux divergence
(d). Figure 7b clearly shows a strong daytime cycle in DRESWTOA and DRELWTOA, with both peaking toward
local noon and hence reinforcing each other in the net effect. Conversely, toward dawn and dusk, the dust
induced SW cooling counteracts the smaller LW heating at this time and can result in an overall cooling of
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Figure 5. Timeseries of (a) AOD at 550 nm from AERONET and SEVIRI, (b) TOA DRE, (c) SFC DRE from surface FT measure-
ments, and (d) Atmospheric radiative divergence due to dust. Data are available from 0700 to 1630 UTC each day and are
plotted for co-located AODs, TOA DREs, and FT fluxes. FT temperature measurements are not available for 14 and 18–20
June; hence, there are no DRELWSFC retrievals nor LW dust divergences on these days.

the Earth-atmosphere system. This behavior does not appear to be due to any systematic daytime cycle in
AOD (Figure 7a) but is consistent with the findings of Ansell et al. [2014] who showed observationally that it
is easier to obtain an overall SW cooling when the Sun is at a higher solar zenith angle. They argue that for
a given AOD, the behavior of the DRESWTOA is governed by the dependence of the pristine-sky albedo and
directional dust scattering on solar zenith angle. While the former effect alone would see a relative heating
by dust as solar zenith angle increases, in this case, the second effect appears to be dominating, backscat-
ter fraction from the dust layer increasing with solar zenith such that cooling occurs when the Sun is close
to the horizon. Similar theoretical results were obtained by Russell et al. [1997] whose simulations over
ocean showed that for a given AOD, the change in the total reflected SW flux as a function of time of day is
expected to be greatest when the solar zenith angle is at an intermediately high level, early in the morning
or late in the afternoon.
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Figure 6. Scatterplots of SW, LW, and net dust DREs with respect to SEVIRI AOD, for (a,b,c) TOA, (d,e,f ) surface, and (g,h,i)
atmospheric dust divergence. Points are color-coded by solar zenith angle.

At the surface, the increased sensitivity of SW fluxes to the presence of dust relative to its effect at the TOA
noted in section 3.1 is confirmed with strong surface SW cooling seen at the highest dust loads (Figure 5c).
This is confirmed by Figure 6(d) which clearly shows the very high anticorrelation of −0.86 between the SW
surface heating and the SEVIRI AOD. This is a result of two factors: (i) the relatively small contrast between
surface and planetary albedo over BBM and (ii) SW absorption within the dust layer itself which reinforces
the effects of dust backscatter in reducing the SW radiation reaching the surface. Estimates of the dust sin-
gle scattering albedo, 𝜔0, from the AERONET measurements give an average value of 0.977 at 675 nm over
the period studied here, indicating that while the dust is predominantly scattering some absorption is occur-
ring. We note here that any inability of the AERONET measurements to capture the effects of larger dust
particles will also likely bias 𝜔0 high [Ryder et al., 2013a]. In the LW the presence of dust tends to warm the
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Figure 7. Daytime cycle in mean: (a) AOD from co-located SEVIRI
(red) and AERONET (black), (b) TOA DRE, (c) SFC DRE, (d) Atmospheric
radiative divergence due to dust, and (e) Total atmospheric radiative
divergence. Figures 7b–7d have units of W m−2. Error bars indicate
the standard deviation in the mean value.

surface through enhanced downward
emission from the dust layer itself. Over-
all, through the daytime, the reduction in
downwelling SW radiation tends to dom-
inate such that significant atmospheric
dust loading leads to an overall net radia-
tive surface cooling. Compared to the
measurements at TOA, there is a slightly
different daytime cycle in DRESWSFC and
DRELWSFC, with maximum cooling in the
SW in the middle of the day (mean cool-
ing of ∼180 W m−2). The magnitude of this
cycle is rather larger than at TOA. Mean-
while maximum heating in the LW occurs
shortly after dawn but the overall pattern
is different to at TOA, with DRELWSFC values
slowly decreasing over the course of the
day from ∼50 W m−2 to ∼25 W m−2. The
daytime cycle of the net effect follows that
of the SW effect.

Combining the TOA and surface response
to dust allows its impact on the radiative
divergence of the atmospheric column
to be discerned. Because of the rela-
tive magnitude of the SW TOA and SFC
DREs, it is the surface term that dom-
inates the overall radiative impact of
dust on the atmospheric column, result-
ing in a SW radiative heating (Figure 5d)
which is highly correlated to dust loading
(Figure 6g). Toward local noon, the surface

and TOA effects act in the same direction, augmenting the heating effect whereas toward dusk and dawn
the SW TOA cooling noted earlier reduces the overall SW heating. In general however, in the SW, dust always
acts to warm the atmosphere (Figure 7d). In the LW during the daytime, the radiative impact of dust is such
that it enhances atmospheric cooling by heating the surface but reduces cooling to space. The latter has a
more pronounced daytime signature, with a slight asymmetry reflecting the lag in the daytime cycle of sur-
face temperature relative to peak insolation (Figure 7b). Overall, the surface and the TOA effects balance
each other in the LW, with a very slight mean cooling during the month of −0.1 W m−2, while the instanta-
neous values of LWdivdust range from −65 to +26 W m−2. The magnitude of this cooling is relatively small,
only becoming significant in terms of its contribution to the net atmospheric radiative divergence in the
early morning when the LW impact of dust at the TOA is minor. Overall, this means that the presence of dust
through the daytime results in a net radiative heating of the atmosphere, which attains maximum values
between ∼1100 and 1330 UTC over the BBM site. Note that at BBM local noon is at ∼1150 UTC. On the day-
time average, given the negligible LW contribution noted above, over BBM during June 2011 the radiative
divergence due to dust is controlled by the SW mean heating of 153 W m−2.

The episodic nature of dust events is confirmed by the variability in the dust radiative effects, variability
which peaks in the middle of the day when the dust atmospheric heating is strongest (as can be seen from
the standard deviation error bars in Figure 7d). Between 1100 and 1300 UTC, dominated by the SW cooling
of the surface by dust, the net dust divergence ranges from ∼100 to 390 W m−2 between light and heavy
dust event days, respectively. Note that even on light dust days, there is a nonnegligible atmospheric heat-
ing due to dust, which reinforces the point that dust is an ever-present feature of the environment around
BBM during June 2011.

How significant is this dust radiative heating of the atmosphere in the context of the total clear-sky atmo-
spheric radiative divergence? Figure 7e shows the mean daytime cycle seen in this latter field for the SW
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and LW components and the overall net (recall that observations are only included when the scene is not
identified as cloudy by SEVIRI). Comparing the divergences from Figures 7d and 7e shows that in the SW
dust plays a key role in determining the overall clear-sky SW heating, comprising of the order 50% of the
total SW divergence. In the LW, while the mean dust radiative divergence is typically less than 20 W m−2 in
magnitude and can change sign through the day (Figure 7c), the corresponding clear-sky divergence is con-
sistently of the order −190 W m−2 (Figure 7d). Clearly another atmospheric constituent, presumably water
vapor, dominates the daytime atmospheric LW behavior, resulting in strong LW radiative cooling through-
out the day. The different patterns of LW and SW behavior mean that the atmospheric net radiative heating
due to dust alone typically exceeds the total net clear-sky radiative heating. Because the LW radiative cool-
ing of the atmosphere becomes relatively more significant toward dusk and dawn, the total clear-sky net
divergence implies atmospheric cooling at these times (Figures 7d and 4d). Conversely, the dust-only net
divergence always shows heating, being controlled by the SW component. Given the ubiquitous nature of
dust over the site, it is clear that dust, via its influence on SW radiation, plays a major role in determining the
mean clear-sky radiative heating over the site during this period.

3.3. Consequences of Temporal Sampling
The mean temporal behavior illustrated in Figure 7 has interesting implications for estimates of dust radia-
tive effects from instruments in polar orbit. As discussed by Kocha et al. [2013], there are consequences for
climatologies of dust presence if there is insufficient diurnal sampling. Over the BBM site for the particular
month studied, we have seen that there is no obvious coherent daytime signal in atmospheric dust loading
(Figure 7a). However, the time-dependent signatures seen in the TOA dust DRE (Figure 7b), which propagate
through to the atmospheric radiative divergence (Figure 7d), appear more dependent on solar geometry,
via the level of solar insolation and dust backscatter dependence, and the daily surface temperature cycle.

Instruments such as CERES [Wielicki et al., 1996] on satellites in polar orbit, such as NASA’s Aqua and EUMET-
SAT’s MetOp satellites, are limited to, at most, only two overpasses over a specific location per day: for
Aqua, the BBM daytime overpass time ranges from ∼1230–1330 UTC. These timeslots are more generally
applicable to all instruments onboard NASA’s A-Train series of satellites. From Figure 7b, it is apparent that
instruments in the A-train would thus be sampling a time when the TOA DRE indicates a strong dust induced
warming: on average, the TOA DRE is 24 W m−2 in the SW and 32 W m−2 in the LW between 1230 and
1330 UTC, as opposed to 8 W m−2 in the SW and 21 W m−2 in the LW when averaged across 0700-1630 UTC.
Considering only dust radiative effects evaluated near local noon as representative of daytime values in
these type of environments (desertic, moderate-high surface albedo) will thus systematically bias estimates
of the net daytime dust DRE high by missing both the cooling SW effect and the reduced LW heating effect
seen toward sunset and sunrise.

4. Conclusions

The availability of ground-based measurements at Bordj Badji Mokhtar has permitted, for the first time,
quantitative observation-based estimates of the radiative effects of dust at the surface, TOA, and within the
atmosphere for the central Sahara. Although substantial in global terms, the high dust loadings seen over
BBM in June 2011 were not exceptional for this region, and hence, the results seen may be taken as broadly
representative for the site at this time of year.

In common with studies of other aerosol species over a variety of different scenes [e.g., Podgorny et al.,
2000], the observations over BBM indicate that dust radiative impacts are, in general, significantly more pro-
nounced at the surface than at the TOA. This behavior is particularly apparent in the SW, with dust induced
instantaneous reductions in downwelling surface SW fluxes reaching over 300 W m−2. In contrast, the sim-
ilarity between the characteristics of the uplifted dust and the underlying desert surface mean that the
corresponding impact on TOA SW fluxes is of the order 5–10 times smaller. In the LW, surface and TOA dust
effects are more equivalent—of the order 10s W m−2—although the former still tend to have a larger mag-
nitude. More crucially for the overall net impact, through the majority of the day at the TOA, the SW and LW
effects act in the same direction, heating the Earth-atmosphere system as a whole. Under heavy dust load-
ings (AOD at 550 nm > 3), the net dust DRE at the TOA can thus reach values of over 80 W m−2 near local
noon. Conversely, at the surface, enhanced downward LW emission from the dust layer partially counteracts
the reduction in downward SW fluxes. For the largest AODs recorded during the period considered here, the
net radiative cooling of the surface is reduced by up to 75 W m−2 due to this increase in LW emission.
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Considering the time-resolved behavior of the dust radiative effect in more detail, there are distinct daytime
cycles in dust impact at both the TOA and at the surface, although for the latter the absolute values are more
significant. At the TOA, given the lack of an obvious coherent temporal behavior in dust loading, it appears
that the effects of the daytime cycle in solar insolation are key. In the LW, it would appear that this influence
is felt principally via surface temperature, with an enhanced contrast between emission from the surface
and that from the dust layer occurring when surface temperature reaches its peak value. Dust top height
will also have a role to play, but previous studies indicate that, certainly for local uplift, a more extended
dust layer might be expected to develop through the morning toward local noon as solar heating helps
turbulent mixing from the surface to become established [e.g., Knippertz et al., 2009]. In the SW, two compet-
ing effects come into play, both acting as a function of solar zenith angle. While the pristine-sky planetary
albedo increases with solar zenith, the backscatter fraction from the dust layer itself is also enhanced. From
the results seen, it appears that the second effect is dominant such that SW TOA cooling frequently occurs
toward dawn and dusk. This time-varying nature of the TOA DRE is manifested in the mean daily cycle with
mean net TOA DRE values ranging from −9 W m−2 in the morning to 59 W m−2 in the middle of the day.
Meanwhile at the surface, the presence of a thick dust layer tends to have the greatest absolute cooling
effect in the SW in the middle of the day but the greatest cooling effect relative to the incoming solar flux
at either end of the day. This is a consequence of the increased backscatter off the top of the dust layer at
higher solar zenith angles and the increased path length through the dust layer. In the LW, dust layers have a
greater ability to warm the surface early in the morning than at the end of the day, indicative of the contrast
in the diurnal cycle of surface and lower atmospheric temperatures.

Unifying the measurements made at TOA and the surface, we can draw some conclusions about the impact
of dust on the atmosphere alone. Here we see that the LW cooling caused by dust plays a relatively minor
role compared to the SW heating of the atmosphere, except at the beginning of the day when there is more
equivalence between the two components. Across the day, the mean SW heating of the atmosphere is of
the order 150 W m−2 while the corresponding LW cooling is negligible. Over the period studied, the net dust
radiative heating peaks at 390 W m−2. Hence, while at TOA the LW impact of dust is substantial and similar
in significance to the SW impact, in the atmosphere itself the effect in the LW is much less important. This
difference in SW and LW dust impact is broadly consistent with results presented by Sicard et al. [2014] and
is simply a reflection of the opposing effects that the two components have at the surface, modified by the
relatively smaller effect of dust on both components at the TOA. Overall then, during the daytime dust has
a net radiative warming effect on the atmosphere, which reduces in magnitude toward dawn and dusk. The
day to day variability in the net atmospheric radiative warming due to dust is dominated by the variability in
net radiative effect at the surface. Near noon, when the maximum net atmospheric radiative heating is seen,
the surface net DRE varies between −322 and −53 W m−2 in comparison to a variation of between 17 and
83 W m−2 in TOA net DRE. Through comparison with the total net radiative divergence of the atmosphere,
we find that the net atmospheric radiative heating due to dust is substantially offset by atmospheric LW
cooling, most likely due to water vapor.

Given our developing understanding of the subdaily patterns of dust activity in the region, we can now
make some assessments as to the radiative impacts of various types of dust events. Events associated with
the breakdown of the low-level jet (LLJ) typically occur between around 0800–0900 UTC [e.g., Washington et
al., 2006; Marsham et al., 2013], by which time there is sufficient potential for atmospheric radiative heating
(by over ∼100 W m−2). There is a less consistent diurnal pattern in the arrival of cold pool events, but often
they will occur overnight, at which time we can speculate that the dust would enhance atmospheric radia-
tive cooling, both by heating the surface and, dependent on the development of a nocturnal temperature
inversion, potentially enhancing TOA LW emission. However, mixing in the deep daytime boundary layer
ensures that dust lofted by both mechanisms can have long atmospheric residence times of over a day, so
while the initial radiative impact of LLJ events will therefore be different from that of cold pool events, the
longer term impacts will be similar.

The temporal behavior that we have identified over BBM indicates the need to fully account for the direct
and indirect effects of solar geometry and, to a lesser extent, coherence in dust variability to accurately
diagnose overall daytime dust radiative effects. In particular, estimates of DRENetTOA would be biased high
if midday measurements were used as representative of the true daytime mean, an issue which could
propagate into elevated estimates of dust atmospheric radiative heating. Looking forward, a complete anal-
ysis of the effects of dust throughout the diurnal cycle would be of substantial scientific interest. The LW
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component of Figures 7b–7d implies slight net atmospheric radiative cooling at night dominated by heating
of the surface, especially during the latter stages of the night. To test such a hypothesis would require the
provision of dust loading estimates through the night: work is ongoing to extend the SEVIRI AOD retrieval
algorithm to include nighttime retrievals. Such a resource will allow us to establish the full significance of
the LW effects of dust on the Earth’s radiative energy budget and to characterise the overall net impact of
the different types of dust events.
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